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QUESTION 1

A company has an application that calls AWS Lambda functions. A recent code review found database credentials
stored in the source code. The database credentials needs to be removed from the Lambda source code. The
credentials must then be securely stored and rotated on a on-going basis to meet security policy requirements. 

What should a solutions architect recommend meet these requirements? 

A. Store the password in AWS CloudHSM Associate the Lambda function with a role that can retrieve the password
from CloudHSM given its key ID 

B. Store the password in AWS Secrets Manager . A associate the Lambda function with a role that can retrieve the
password from secrets Manager given its secret ID. 

C. Move the database password to an environment variable associated with the Lambda function Retrieve the password
from the environment variable upon execution 

D. Store the password in AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS) Associate the Lambda function with a role that
can retrieve the password from AWS KMS given its key ID 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A company is hosting a web application from an Amazon S3 bucket. The application uses Amazon Cognito as an
identity provider lo authenticate users and return a JSON Web Token (JWT) that provides access to protected
resources that 

am restored in another S3 bucket. 

Upon deployment of the application, users report errors and are unable to access the protected content. A solutions
architect must resolve this issue by providing proper permissions so that users can access the protected content. 

Which solution meets these requirements? 

A. Update the Amazon Cognito identity pool to assume the proper IAM role for access to the protected consent. 

B. Update the S3 ACL to allow the application to access the protected content 

C. Redeploy the application to Amazon 33 to prevent eventually consistent reads m the S3 bucket from affecting the
ability of users to access the protected content. 

D. Update the Amazon Cognito pool to use custom attribute mappings within tie Identity pool and grant users the proper
permissions to access the protected content 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3
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A company needs to connect several VPCs in the us-east Region that span hundreds of AWS accounts. The
company\\'s networking team has its own AWS account to manage the cloud network. What is the MOST operationally
efficient solution to connect the VPCs? 

A. Set up VPC peering connections between each VPC. Update each associated subnet\\'s route table. 

B. Configure a NAT gateway and an internal gateway in each VPC in connected each VPC through the internal. 

C. Create an AWS Transit Gateway in the networking team\\'s AWS account. Configure static routes from each VPC. 

D. Deploy VPN gateway in each VPC. Configure create a transit VPC in the networking team\\'s AWS account to
connect to each VPC. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A global company hosts its web application on Amazon EC2 instances behind an Application Load Balancer (ALB). The
web application has static data and dynamic data. The company stores its static data in an Amazon S3 bucket. The
company wants to improve performance and reduce latency for the static data and dynamic data. The company is using
its own domain name registered with Amazon Route 53. 

What should a solutions architect do to meet these requirements? 

A. Create an Amazon CloudFront distribution that has the S3 bucket and the ALB as origins Configure Route 53 to route
traffic to the CloudFront distribution. 

B. Create an Amazon CloudFront distribution that has the ALB as an origin Create an AWS Global Accelerator standard
accelerator that has the S3 bucket as an endpoint. Configure Route 53 to route traffic to the CloudFront distribution. 

C. Create an Amazon CloudFront distribution that has the S3 bucket as an origin Create an AWS Global Accelerator
standard accelerator that has the ALB and the CloudFront distribution as endpoints Create a custom domain name that
points to the accelerator DNS name Use the custom domain name as an endpoint for the web application. 

D. Create an Amazon CloudFront distribution that has the ALB as an origin C. Create an AWS Global Accelerator
standard accelerator that has the S3 bucket as an endpoint Create two domain names. Point one domain name to the
CloudFront DNS name for dynamic content, Point the other domain name to the accelerator DNS name for static
content Use the domain names as endpoints for the web application. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A company has a build server that is in an Auto Scaling group and often has multiple Linux instances running. The build
server requires consistent shared NFS storage for jobs and configurations. Which storage option should a solution
architect recommend? 

A. Amazon S3 

B. Amazon FSx 
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C. Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS) 

D. Amazon Elastic File System (Amazon EFS) 

Correct Answer: D 
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